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1. Gaussian Random Field/ Power 
spectrum/Correlation function/ Phase 
2. BAO 
3. Galaxy Clustering 
4. RSD 
5. Lensing: WL/ Strong Lensing 
6. Linear Growth 
7. Nonlinear growth (spherical collapse) 
8. Halo model: Press-Schesther 
formalism, merge tree 



Strong Lensing 

 is a very tiny effect
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Lensing basics
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Lens equation

In terms of angular coord.:

where

[Schneider et al. 2006]

[credit: Suyu]
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Deflection angle
Recall from General Relativity:

For weak gravitational field and small deflection angles
(geometrically-thin lens), a light ray with spatial
trajectory (ξ1(λ), ξ2(λ), r3(λ)) that passes through
distribution with 3D density ρ(r) will be deflected by

[credit: Suyu]



Born approx



[Pb: derive]



Thin-lens approx

X



lens model
Point mass & SIS







Singular Isothermal Sphere



[Pb: derive]



source model
Sersic







Caustics, Critical line
Jacobian matrix
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Magnification
Lensing conserves surface brightness 
Flux F =  surface brightness  x  solid angle
Magnification = Fobserved / Fintrinsic = dΩobserved  / dΩintrinsic

Define Jacobian matrix: 

with

Magnification factor is

source plane

lens plane

• µ>0  : positive parity
• µ<0  : negative parity (mirror image of source)
• det A = 0 : critical points/curves

[credit: Suyu]
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Image distortion I
Rewrite Jacobian matrix: 

are the two components of shear 

Magnification in terms of κ and γ is: 

[credit: Suyu]
[deriv]
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Image distortion II

To visualize distortion, consider locally linearized lens eq.:

Surface brightness conservation:

Question: for an infinitesimally small circular source,
what would the shape of its lensed image be?

(1) Circular
(2) Elliptical
(3) Boxy
(4) Irregular
(5) None of the above

Master eq. used for the observation!

~� = A(~✓0)~✓
linearised Lens eq. 

derived from magnification eq.

const. matrix

[credit: Suyu]
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Image distortion III

The lensed image of a small circular source with radius R is an ellipse
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Major axis: Minor axis: 

   Angle of major axis from θ1 the same as the shear angle ϕ
[Exercise: show these properties.  Hint: try                       ]

reduced shear

[credit: Suyu]

derive this picture! 
(w/o shear) simple 

(w. shear) little math

0
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Image distortion IV
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Axis ratio of ellipse:

shapes of lensed images yield estimate of reduced shear

BUT sources are not intrinsically round…
average over many sources, and assume
intrinsic ellipticities are randomly oriented

[credit: Suyu]

observable!



angular size of lens is much larger than the angular size of the source!
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Critical curves and caustics I
det A = 0: critical curves on image plane θ
corresponds to caustics on source plane β

Example: non-singular isothermal sphere lens

Credit: A. Amara & T. Kitching

[credit: Suyu]
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Critical curves and caustics II
Example: non-singular isothermal ellipsoid lens

Credit: A. Amara & T. Kitching

[credit: Suyu] suggest: visilens



demo from visilens



[https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9606001v2]



[https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9606001v2]
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Critical curves and caustics VII
Caustics separate regions of different image multiplicity

1
3

5

Why do we typically find only 2 or 4 images in real
lens systems?   Ans.: central image is demagnified

SBS0909+523 HE0435-1223 B1608+656
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[Image credit: 
 C. Kochanek]

[credit: Suyu]



Mass-Sheet degeneracy

the mass sheet degeneracy: when adding to a 
given mass model, a sheet of constant mass 
density (i.e., constant convergence , as defined in 
the preceding chapters), one does not change 
any of the observables, except for the time-delay.



constant density ==> 
constant convergence 
!= constant potential

r2� = 4⇡G⇢

 = 4⇡G⇢



The additional mass can be internal to the lensing 
galaxy (e.g., ellipticity does not change the total mass 
within the Einstein radius, but does change    at the 
position of the images) or due to intervening objects 
along the line of sight. 



P P

p / ⇢p





The exact mass introduced by the mass sheet increases 
the total mass of the lens, but one can re-scale it 
and locally change its slope at the position of the 
images. The result is that the image configuration 
does not change, but the convergence κ, at the 
position of the images does change, and modifies 
the time-delay. 

Therefore, knowledge of the the slope of the mass profile of the 
lensing galaxy, whether it be under the form of a model or of a 
measurement, is one of the keys to the determination of a 
“good” model.  



Changing the slope of the lens will change κ at 
the position of the images, but adding 
intervening objects along the line of sight to the 
lens has a similar effect. A group or cluster of 
galaxies, located angularly close to the lens, will 
add its own contribution to the total mass density 
at the position of the images. If the group/cluster 
has a constant density κ, rescaling the total mass 
of the lensing galaxy by 1/(1 − κ) will leave the 
observed images configuration unchanged.



degeneracies can be broken or, at least, 
their effect can be strongly minimized, by 
constraining in an independent way (1) the 
mass profile of the main lens, and (2) the 
total mass (and possibly also the radial 
mass profile) of any intervening cluster 
along the line of sight. This work can be 
done with detailed imaging, spectroscopy 
of all objects along the line of sight, and by 
using numerical multi-components models 
for the total lensing potential. 



The unfortunate mass-sheet degeneracy

For a given source and lens redshift:

The mass distributions (✓) and, for all �,

�(✓) := �(✓) + (1� �)

yield the same image configurations, magnification ratios, image shapes!

Magnification depends on �, µ� = µ/�2 – but unmeasurable without information
about the source (or source population)

[Time-delay a↵ected, (H
0

�t)� = �(H
0

�t)]

Radial slope of density profile a↵ected

Invariant: (Mass inside) Einstein radius, angular structure (e.g., ellipticity)

Thus:
To determine slope of mass profile, absolute masses (away from the
Einstein radius), Hubble constant, mass-sheet degeneracy must first
be broken!!

[Credit: Schneider]



~� + ~↵ = ~✓

~�� + ~↵� = ~✓
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Given a lens mass distribution κ(θ) with potential ψ(θ)
Consider the following transformation:

Mass-sheet degeneracy I

corresponding
to constant shift
on source plane
(unobservable)

zero point of
lens potential
(unobservable)

Transformed convergence (=∇2ψλ/2):

Transformed deflection angle (=∇ψλ):

[credit: Suyu]
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Mass-sheet degeneracy II

Lens equation:

source scaled and shifted, both unobservable ⇒ degeneracy

Last slide:

[credit: Suyu]
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Mass-sheet degeneracy III
source scaled and shifted,
both effects unobservable

Magnification

Recall

Reduced shear invariant

[credit: Suyu]
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Mass-sheet degeneracy IV
Fermat potential:

[Courbin et al. 2002]

 Recall

Big impact on cosmography!

 Recall

 For fixed Δt, model

True (including external convergence)

[credit: Suyu]



Further Reading

•Introduction to Gravitational Lensing  
Lecture scripts  by Massimo Meneghetti 

[https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9606001v2]

Lensing Basics: II/III. Basic Theory 
by Sherry Suyu (slide)

  
Weak Gravitational Lensing & Cosmic Shear by Peter 

Schneider (slide)


